Karaiskaki Hotel Project
June 2019

Summary
• Project: purchase and redevelopment of concrete frame
building in Metaxourgio district Athens
• Project size: 7 floors, 2869 m², 60 rooms
• Purchase price: €3M
• Closing costs and due diligence: €150k
• Budget for the completion and finishing: €3M
• Redevelopment budget can be funded via rooms presales
to retail investors (rooms stay under the hotel property
management)
• Hotel operator: Marriott Autograph Collection
• General contractor: Grekodom Development
• Timeline: 3 months for closing, 15 months for
redevelopment, 1 year rent stabilization and sale
• Stabilized EBITDA: €840k
• Project yield to costs: 13.7%
• Exit cap rate and sale price: 7.0% / €12M
• Capital structure: 20% General Partner, investors are
invited to participate in LP capital (up to 80% of budget)
• Target cash yield after rent stabilization: 11% net for LP
• Target return for LP investors: 30% Net IRR
• General Partner Commission:
• 30% of the rent in excess of 7% of the cash return to
LP investors
• Success fee: 30% of profit over 10% IRR LP
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Investment theses of the strategy
• Unique timing - investment at the beginning of the growth cycle of real estate market in Athens
• Economic growth and restart of mortgage lending from banks in Greece will significantly accelerate
real estate prices
• 15% annual increase in tourist traffic over the past five years in the targeted market stimulates
demand for short-term rent
• Purchase Price - €1000/m² lower than replacement costs
• High net cash return in euro (11%+) to LP investors. GP takes care of all the process, LP investor
receives passive income
• Asset sale with 100% profit to invested capital after rent stabilization

• Redevelopment budget can be funded by apartments/rooms presales to retail clients (Golden Visa
applicants) – that leads to significant increase of returns to invested capital
• Partnership with experienced companies in the industry, having our own local team in Greece with a
successful track record to control and optimize the investment process
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Macroeconomics stabilization in Greece
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High growth of real estate prices
from a low base is projected
Lowest real estate prices in Europe

Purchase at the market bottom

Source: Numbeo

Unemployment decrease and economy growth

Source: Bank of Greece

Tourist arrivals increased 2x times

Source: Greek Tourism Confederation
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Target market - residential real estate
in Attica (Athens and suburbs)
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Occupancy of high-quality
apartments/rooms is over 80%
Occupancy of high-quality supply is consistently
above 80%

The three year 4-fold increase in demand for rental apartments
indicates a strong deficit of high-quality tourist accommodation

Source: AirDNA
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Unique location in the city centre close to Acropolis

The property is located on Karaiskaki square 50 meters from the Metaxourgio metro station and 1.28 km
from the Acropolis
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Photos
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Stacking plan
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Rooms NSA
GBA 1634 sqm
Bld 1
Basement
Ground floor
1 floor
2 floor
3 floor
4 floor
5 floor
6 floor
7 floor
Roof garden
Total sqm
GBA 1235 sqm
Bld 2
Basement
Ground floor
1 floor
2 floor
3 floor
4 floor
Roof garden
Total, sqm

Rooms, sqm

20
19
19
19
19
19
29
146

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
141

32
20
20
20
20
20
20
153

Total

34
34
34
34
34
34
203

17
17
17
17
17
17

16
16
16
16
16
16

105

98

94

Rooms, sqm

38
38
38
32

33
33
33
32

34
34
34
31

31
31
31
23

147

130

132

117

72
144
144
144
148
148
137

17
17
17
21
21

939

Total

136
136
136
118
-

-

-

525
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Bld 1 typical floor plan (5th floor)
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Building Renders
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Example of rooms finishing
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Budget (1/3)
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Budget (2/3)
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Budget (3/3)
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Project economics
• Gross rental income: €70 ADR* per 20 m² (€3.5/m²),
occupancy after stabilization 75%, total NSA 1464m² 3.5 x 1464 x 75% x 365 = €1.4M annually (net of VAT
and excluding other revenue from food and services)
• Operating expenses for accommodation: 40% of
rental revenue (food and services provided separately
at cost)
• EBITDA: ~€840k per year
• Investment budget: €6.150M
• Purchase €3M
• Due diligence and closing costs €150k
• Redevelopment €3M (can be funded through
rooms presales)
• Development yield: €840k / €6.15M = 13.7%
• Sale after stabilization at 7% exit cap rate: €12M
• Profit before asset management fees: €12M - €6.15M
= €5.85M (97% profit for 2x years ex presales)
• Rooms presales increase IRR on invested capital

* Newly built Stanley Hotel 4* 100m away to the project charges
€60 per day at low season and €120 at high season for 20m² rooms
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Taxation in Greece
Purchase of real estate for an individual/family:
1) Rent income tax:
• €0 - €12k: 15%
• €12k - €35k: 35%
• €35k+: 45%
2) Capital gain tax – 0%
3) Property tax: 2-12 €/m2 per year
4) Transfer tax – 3.09% from the cadastral valuation in the sale, paid by the buyer
Purchase for a company (Holding company in Cyprus, a subsidiary of SPV in Greece)
1) Income tax:
• Rate: 26% from January 1st, 2019
• Thin capitalization: 3/1
• Deductible interest: 5% in the case of a loan, 10% in the case of issuing bonds. Other options for
optimizing income tax are also possible.
2) Tax on the sale of real estate – 26% (capital gain tax = income tax), zero tax on sale via company shares
3) Dividend tax – not applicable between companies within the EU
4) Property tax: 2-12 €/m2 per year
5) Transfer tax – 3.09% from the cadastral valuation at sale, paid by the buyer
6) 6.5% VAT on accommodation and 13% VAT on food and services
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Transaction structure (TBD)

Asset management
agreement

GP

LP Investors

20%

Shareholders
agreement

80%

JV SPV

100% equity

Development
agreement

NewCo (Greece)

Grekodom Development

Real Estate Property
Property
management
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About the company
Alphatek Advisors is an alternative investment platform. Our team
is represented by professionals and entrepreneurs with 12 years of
experience in the field of business creation and development, asset
management and building complex IT systems.
We offer wealthy investors (HNWI) a wide range of investment
strategies and opportunities in both the global financial market and
the direct investment market with a range of targeted returns from
5% to 25% per annum (depending on asset class, currency and risk
level).
The proposed investment strategies, such as Smart Beta, Pure
Alpha, P2P loan portfolio are based on years of research and
development of our team, have a long track record and outstanding
risk-return characteristics, and presented for the first time in the
Russian market for retail clients.
In the area of direct investment in existing business or new projects,
investors are invited to participate in the GP / LP capital structure
(General / Limited Partner) as LP partners with the ability to receive
priority on the distribution of profits from the project. We participate
as a General Partner and provide operational management of the
project, as well as investing our own capital in the amount of 5-20%
of assets, which guarantees compliance with the interests of the
management team and investors.
The company also provides services in the field of investment
consulting, structuring investments, optimizing taxation, obtaining
investment citizenship and a residence permit.
For the owners of the existing business or entrepreneurs with
greenfield projects, we provide services for operational
management, attracting GP-LP capital, selling a business or assets.
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Contact Us
Email & Website:
info@alphatek-advisors.com
www.alphatek-advisors.com
Address:
Moscow, Pyatnitskaya 18/3
Athens, Voukourestiou 15
Phone:
+7 (495) 150-93-00
+30 (697) 442-18-47

